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Tarifit Berber (Northern Morocco) 

Rhotacism: /r/ is deleted in coda position (resulting in vowel 

lengthening), /l/ changes to [r]:  

e.g.  /argaz/  >   [a:jaz]    ‘man’ 

       /ul/     >   [ur]       ‘heart’ 

       /lhna/  >   [rəhna]   ‘peace’   

Spirantization: singleton stops spirantize, geminates resist spirantization: 

e.g.   fθər (aorist) / fəttər (imperf) ‘roll’ 

       θaqbilt ‘tribe’   
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Standard analyses have long considered these phenomena as 

phonologically unrelated: 
- Spirantization: El Kirat 1987, Kossmann 1995, Kossmann & Stroomer 1997, Saib 1974, 

2010, among others. 

- Rhotacism: Dell & Tangi 1993, Chtatou 1982, Amrous 1999, Amrous & Bensoukas 2003, 

Lafkioui 2006, among others. 

 

§ Are these phenomena interrelated? 

§ What is their exact structural (syllabic?) context? 

§ Conversely, in which contexts do they fail to occur? 

§ Which "features" are involved in the l > r > ø type of lenition? 
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A unified analysis is possible: interrelation between melody and 

structure. 

Melody: loss of content  

Structure: lenition triggers consonants attached to only one 

position. 

Geminates and CC clusters sharing closure resist lenition. 

 

Ø   Rhotacism and spirantization involve the same operation => 

loss of one element in the melodic content. 
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- Strength refers to inherent properties of segments, typically 

consonants, which determine their behavior in certain 

phonological processes (e.g. lenition). 

- Strength as an inverse restatement of sonority (Hooper 1976: 

206): 

 

Voiceless stop > Voiceless continuant / voiced stop > Voiced 

continuant > Nasals > Liquids > Glides 
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- Element Theory represents the same ranking in terms of 

complexity (KLV 1985, Harris 1990, 1994, Kaye 1995, Scheer 

1996, Backley 2011, among others). 

 

- Complexity refers to the number of Elements a segment 

contains: the more the segment contains Elements, the more 

complex it is. 
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- Lenition (weakening): broadly defined as the loss of melodic 

content (Elements). 

 => lenition trajectories (see Harris 1990, Honeybone 2008 and 

references therein). 

 

- Two ways in which lenition is interesting: 

‣  Types of phonological processes involved. 

‣  Environments in which lenition can or cannot occur. 

- Berber is interesting to study from both sides:  

•  Loss of melody (spirantization and rhotacism) 

•  Environments where both processes fail to occur. 
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Tarifit Berber (Bouarourou 2014, Dell&Tangi 1993) 
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Aorist Imperfective Gloss 

arßu arəbbu ‘carry’ 

ðər ddar ‘cover’ 

fθər fəttər ‘roll’ 

sçəf səkkəf ‘aspirate’ 

aðˤa attˤa ‘gratefully accept’ 

fθən 
fəttən 
 

‘notice, realize’ 



Tashlhiyt Berber (Ridouane 2008 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gadsup, Papua New Guinea (see Ulfsbjorninn & Lahrouchi 2016) 
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Aorist Imperfective Gloss 

rßu rbbu ‘carry’ 

çl kkal ‘spend the day’ 

ɣn ggan ‘sleep’ 

nçr nkkr ‘stand up’ 

çrf kkrf ‘tie’ 



•  In Berber, |ʔ| is found only in bipositional structure  

 (|ʔ| must branch).  

• Geminates and CC which resist spirantization share |ʔ| (see 

Honeybone 2005, « sharing makes us stronger »). 

 

Syllabic tier         C         C             C 

 

Melodic tier               ʔ                     ʔ 
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Tashlhiyt Tarifit 

a. 
argaz 
adˤar 
atbir 

aːjaz 
adˤaː 
æðbɛæ 

‘man’ 
‘leg’ 
‘pigeon’ 

b. 
fsr 
frn 
udr 

fsa 
faːn 
uða 

‘spread’ 
‘sort’ 
‘lean’ 

c. 
ul 
xlf 
zzˤlˤ 

ur 
xrəf 
zzˤər 

‘heart’ 
‘replace’ 
‘lie down’ 



Kwarandzyey – Tabelbala, S-W Algeria (Tilmatine 1996, Souag 2010) 
 
r > ø 
Kw         Tash. Berber 
ɑfɑ         afar            ‘Bermuda grass’ 
ikɑzi        ikərzi          ‘turban’ 
tsɑjgən     tirgin       ‘ashes’    
ɑdrɑ         adrar          ‘mountain’ 
ɑgɑdɑ       agadir         ‘wall, citadel’ 
 
l > r 
amrər     amlal          ‘sand’ 
agerzəm  aglzzim        ‘pick-axe’ 
isri         isli            ‘groom’ 
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r > ø / ___ {C, #}            l > r  
 
Opacity:  

  ‘climb’      /ali/ 
                                        [ari] 
     ‘write’     /ari/  
 
[r] in coda position derives from underlying /l/ 
 
BUT 
In almost all varieties of Tarifit, [l] is never found in any form 
(except in loans). 
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Loanwords (Serhoual 2002, Tangi 1993, Cadi 1987) 
 
aliman  <    almania (Ar.) ‘Germany’ 
plasa    <    place (Fr.) 
Jamal        (< Ar. proper name) 
llah     <    allah (Ar.) ‘God’ 
θalubant <   lluban (Ar.) ‘ruby’ 
alʃin    <    litʃin (MA) ‘orange’ 
lʕasir   <    ʕasir (Ar.) ‘juice’ 
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• Generally, if a language has /r/ it also has /l/. 

• Neighboring varieties of Tarifit Berber (distant within a few 

kms) have /l/. 

•   Tarifit natives know that [r] in the coda position does not 

derive from /r/. 
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Rhotacism and spirantization result from the loss of one element in 
the melodic structure: 

-  Deletion of |ʔ| in stops causes spirantization and turns /l/ into [r]. 
-  When underlying /l/ loses its coronality |R|, vowel lengthening 

occurs.  



• What is in a /r/? 

fsa     ‘spread’ 

faːn    ‘sort’ 

ʃaːf     ‘bind’ 

zˤoa    ‘visit’ 

sˤoaf   ‘stride’ 

 

- Underlying forms? 
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- What is in a /r/? 

fsa     ‘spread’ 

faːn    ‘sort’ 

ʃaːf     ‘bind’ 

zˤoa    ‘visit’ 

sˤoaf   ‘stride’ 

aðβɛa  ‘pigeon’ 

 

- Morphological alternants 

- V-lengthening does not occurs when the preceding vowel is non-A  
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faːrrən 

ʃaːrrəf 

ssˤuruf 



•  Underlying form : /frn/ or /farn/? 
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/frn/ /farn/ 

r-del/coda NO YES 

r-del/unlicensed YES YES 

Vocalisation ? YES 

*[fən] [faːn] 



•  /r/ = |A| or |R|? or both? 

• Unlicensed /r/ = (partial) loss of content 
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/frn/ /zˤur/ 

|A| [fa:n]/ [fan] [zˤoa] 

|R| [fən] [zˤoː] 

|A| and |R| [faːn] [zˤoa] 

Unlicensed /r/ loses its |R| 



 

 

C V C V CV      

|   \|     | 

f   |A|    n 

    |R|  
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C V C V CV           C V C V C V 

|   \|      |              |      \  /   | 

f   |A|    n      >>    f        a    n 

    |R|  

 

C V C V C V          C V C V C V  

|     |     \|               |      |     \ / 

f      s    |A|            f         s     a 

             |R|             

*VV / __# (but see /adˤar/ > [aðˤaː] ‘leg’)  
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- /l/ >> /r/ >> Ø (V-lengthening) 

  |ʔ|     |A|     |A| 

  |A|    |R| 

  |R| 

 

- Counter-evidence: In English-like languages, /r does not 

behave phonologically as a coronal (unspecified for place!). 

Word-initial clusters: #tr but not #tl, *tn (except bogus clusters). 

/tl/ => OCP coronal (Carvalho 2017, PC) 

/tr/ is possible because /r/ is not coronal. 
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• Affinity between closure |ʔ| and bipositionality. 

• Spirantization and /l/ > [r] occur when consonants are 

attached to only one position. 

•  In Tarifit, geminated /l/ surfaces as an affricate [ʤ] or [ʧ]. 

• An acoustic study is needed to check if there is any 

difference between underlying /r/ and derived [r]. 
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